
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE OF TROY

Troy, with its 4, years of history, is one of the most famous archaeological sites in the world. The first excavations at the
site were undertaken by the famous .

The ruins can still be seen today, about miles to the southwest of Istanbul. It contained a vast accumulation of
debris that was made up of many clearly distinguishable layers. Ilion was ravaged by a Roman leader called
Gaius Flavius Fimbria, who was famous for his exceptional ruthlessness. Schliemann, eager to find the
dreamed-of Troy described by Homer, led the excavations in a manner that caused more harm than good. He
was excavating a tellâ€”an arti cial mound that covers long abandoned settlements. Ancient Troy was never
forgotten though. These documents tell of local unrest and Mycenaean support of local rebellion against
Hittite control in the area of Troy and suggest a possible motive for regional rivalry between the two
civilizations. The overall responsibility for the protection and conservation of the designated sites rests with
the General Directorate of Cultural Heritage and Museums. They also spot something else: a magnificent
wooden horse. Even the landing of Allied troops on the Gallipoli Peninsula in was presented as a "new Trojan
War. By this time, Greece's Mycenaean civilization had collapsed, its great palaces reduced to ruins. Earlier
trade connections during the Early and Middle Bronze Ages provided Troy VI with favorable power in the
long distance trade industry of the region. On the other hand, the archaeological work carried out on the
territory of Troy have not provided any convincing evidence that the city was destroyed by the invaders from
Greece. The temples and altars were erected in the Archaic style. However, the gods intervene to break up the
duel before it is finished and the war continues. To date, the majority of archaeologically relevant areas of
Troy are owned by the State and thus protected by law. Temple complex was built during the Archaic period
of ancient Greece, but the sanctuary was also used later, during the Hellenistic and Roman times, with some
modifications. These include two chapters of The Iliupersis, a text possibly from the seventh century B. The
walls surround the city, extending for several hundred meters, and at the time they were built they were over
17 feet 5. Almost every house was provided with one or several huge storage jars that were sunk deep into the
ground, with only their mouths above the level of the floor. It reportedly had two floors. The houses inside and
outside the citadel were rebuilt and fortified, and the wall was repaired. A number of key events happen in the
poem, including a duel between Menelaos or Menelaus , the king of Sparta and husband of Helen, against
Paris. The goods discovered in these wrecks included copper ingots, tin ingots, glass ingots, bronze tools and
weapons, ebony and ivory, ostrich egg shells, jewelry and large amounts of pottery from across the
Mediterranean. Others happily take photos of the horse or climb inside it. The amount of objects thought to be
going through Troy VI would have been quite large, obtaining metals from the east and various objects from
the west including perfumes and oils. Later excavations â€” some by Schliemann himself, older and wiser and
ably assisted by younger, better qualified men, and some by his successors â€” have not only revealed a more
refined sequence of phases, but also have provided a reliable series of dates based mainly on ceramics. Apart
from the buildings inside the citadel, outside the city walls developed the so-called Lower City. When
"Alexander went up there after his victory at the Granicus River he adorned the temple with votive offerings,
gave the village the title of city, and ordered those in charge to improve it with buildings, and that he adjudged
it free and exempt from tribute; and that later, after the overthrow of the Persians, he sent down a kindly letter
to the place, promising to make a great city of it Brian Rose, a professor of archaeology at the University of
Pennsylvania, in an article published in in the Journal of Eastern Mediterranean Archaeology and Heritage
Studies. And he did. Anatolian hieroglyphic writing along with bronze seals marked with Anatolian
hieroglyphic Luwian were also uncovered in  The most spectacular finds from the Lower Town include a
bronze statuette and a terracotta bull figurine. They were acquired from him by the Berlin museums, but
significant doubts about their authenticity persist. The first examples of the use of this technology in Troy date
back to 2, BC that is to the Bronze Age. The Troad peninsula was anticipated to be the location.


